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“Ladies and gentlemen, furs of all ages, this is your announcer Chad Wiesner and welcome to the
final battle of toony wrestling!” Announced the squirrel into the microphone.

Cheering from the stands an enormous crowd gathered under one roof, whistling, screaming, and
holding up signs for the toons they love to see. In the cool dark room only a spotlight showed in 
the arena and small glowing lights scattered across the room. On opposite sides of the stadium 
two doors laid shut, ready to bring out the next combatants while the announcers, a brown 
squirrel and black weasel sat in a booth to spectate the show.

“We've got an exciting match up for you all today,” continued Chad, drinking a large glass of 
water then slammed it on the table. “This is the final battle, where our reigning champion is, low 
and behold, going to take on a newbie!” The squirrel raised his hands up, getting the crowds 
moral up as a shock wave of cheer echoed throughout the room.

“That's right Chad,” said the weasel, fixing his shirt with a smile. “It's been a shocking 
development, I've personally not seen this mystery underdog but from my colleagues I hear he's 
incredibly strong. What's fascinating is that he seems to wear a clock over his head, making him 
mysterious in the facial feature bu-”

“But I hear the guy is ripped! Bulging muscles, brown fur, and almost built like a juggernaut!” 
Chad interrupted. “Ya know Chris, we're very lucky to be the ones hosting the final batter of the 
year. This guy has a record 16 wins and 0 loses in this tournament against a dozen other 
competitors. But enough about all the gossips and whispers. Let's get this party started!”

As a result, the crowd cheered again, Chris the weasel fixed his glasses in discontent at being 
interrupted and cleared his throat while waiting for the crowd to settle down. After a few second 
he tapped the microphone. “Alright Chad the crowd is getting restless,” he said, his voice slightly
overpowered from the cheering fans. “Allow me to introduce the combatants.”

After grabbing an envelope and opening it, the lights went off except for the light in their booth, 
allowing the announcers to begin.

“In this left corner, weighing nothing short of all muscles, 300 pounds, reigning champion for 
five years running,” the room grew silent. “You know him, you love him, get ready for… Matt…
Valkyrie!”

The doors slide open to the left of the stadium, shots of confetti flew from the floor as the 
spotlight dawned on a hooded man with a golden mane sticking out. With a swish of his hand, 
the lion lifted his head to the crowed with a captivating grin, raising his arms as he ran towards 
the ring and jumped in without touching the ropes. The cheers from the crowd ruptured the room,
making the announcers put on headphones to cancel the noise. Matt blew kisses to his fans.

“And in the other corner,” Chris continued, the volume of the crowd easing up. “Our mystery 
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opponent… who will be taking on our five year champion… Matt Valkyrie… weighing 320 
pounds… raw muscle… the underdog… Zeno!”

The doors slid open as a tall brown beast speed walked down the red carpet towards the stage. 

“This guy?” Matt questioned. “What's with the hood? Got a face only a mother could love?” 

With a sparking smirk from his shiny white teeth the crowed gasped and snickered, watching the 
brown fox also jump into the ring but with a greater altitude and a powerful landing. The force 
knocked the lion off his feet, his eyes widened as he looked up at two sinister violet eyes 
sneering down at him. 

The crowd went silent and a shuddering chill went down the cat's spine, forcing his tail between 
his legs as he smiled nervously.

“Can you feel that Chris?” Said the squirrel in disbelief. “Not even needing a proper introduction
and already the crowd is speechless and our leading champion is on his butt without a single 
contact!”

The lion shook his head and through his blue coat out of the ring, revealing his abdominal abs, 
bulging bisects,  and red speedos.  “Yeah, yeah, nice entrance,” he said pointing at the 7 ft tall 
fox, the same height as himself. “But you got no chance against me! I am the five year wrestling 
champ! You got nothing!”

The crowd immediately cheered with the rising confidence of their grand champion.

“Now that's the kinda motivation we expect to see,” said the weasel, smiling as he leaned back in
his chair comfortably. “This is going to be an excitin- what is this!”

The brown fox took off his hood revealing to the crowd his face, a subtle but stern composure 
and purple eyes that enhanced an air of calm wisdom about him. While some in the audience 
talked among themselves, some were silent, eager to see the fight begin.

“Well… the air has certainly changed huh Chad?” The weasel looked over as his squirrel partner,
his eyes widened as he watched his friend gulp and tremble. “Chad… you alright?”

“This… is… gonna be epic!” Screamed the squirrel, the fans once again lit with renewed vigor.  
“Ladies and gentlemen without further delay, we are going to begin this match right now!” Zeno 
stood defensively, his feet firmly planted into the ground, stance low, and legs apart, looking like 
a solid rock while the lion smirked with beads of sweat rolling down his face from internal 
anxiety. “Ready… begin!” 

“The first move is mine!” Matt leaned against the ropes and angled himself upwards. With a 
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small launch he flew into the air, diving slightly into the brown fox with both arms ready to 
tackle. In the blink of an eye Zeno side stepped the flying lion, grabbing him by the tail. 
“Meow…?” 

Zeno twisted his foot and span, dragging the lion with him in a complete circle. With a loud roar 
the fox brought the lion down face first to the ground. The shock was enough to lift every crowd 
from their seat, as well as the medal rods at the corners of the arena for a brief moment.

“Ngnngh...” Matt cried, his entire body flattened and sprawled out and his leg slightly twitching.

“I never knew until I entered the arena,” Zeno said, revealing his subtle but rough voice. He 
grabbed the lion's flattened feet and rolled him up like a carpet. “Just how alive I feel when I can 
use my full strength and know nothing hurts a toon… much.”

He held the lion in both his palms and squeezed hard, making the lion's eyes bulge out from the 
top end of the mat. The crowd cheered for Zeno but the brown fox paid them no mind.

“Let's see...” Zeno pulled the ends of the rolled up lion, stretching him out far apart then eased 
up. He swung his arms behind him, waiting to feel Matt touch his heels, then swung the noodle 
lion over his head, in front, and under him. Zeno jumped and repeated this motion, using the five 
year champion as jump rope.

“Ahh...eeee…. Ahh… oooh…. Auye…. Gha….!” Matt's back and belly skid across the ground 
with each rotation, making him flinch and wiggle in the fox's powerful grip. The crowd laughed 
as Zeno jumped around the arena, continuing his exercise with his exclusive jump rope. Matt's 
face mushed into the black padded palm of his opponent in one hand while his feet and tail 
mushed into the palm of the other. After going around the ring in a full circle, Zeno stopped 
jumping, rubbing his brow and smiled. “Round one my friend belongs to me.”

The bell rung with Zeno as the victor. Matt's eyes swirled with orbiting wrestling stages around 
his head. His body turned to jelly as Zeno held the lion up by his skinny neck. The spectators 
were speechless, never once seeing their beloved champ get treated so bad. The crowd cheered, 
the voice of the people calling to Zeno in praise and admiration.

“W-well folks...” Chris said, the weasel leaning forward. “This has definitely been an enthralling 
match so far. I hope the next round brings even more greatness, let's begin!”

The bell rung again and Zeno grinned, causing Matt to panic. “H-hey buddy… L-let's not do 
anything too rash. We can talk about this… y-ya know… after you put me down and let me go. 
What do ya say?”

“I say,” Zeno started before putting Matt's feet to the ground then slammed his face down with 
his palm. The lion winced, having flattened into himself with his body squished into a circular 
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shape, his face imprinted with the hand of the fox. Zeno slowly peeled the golden lion off the 
floor and flicked it, making him as light as a disk. “Fly!”

With a quick twist of the body, and a solid throw, the brown fox shot Matt into the sky, the lion 
screaming as he aimed for the ceiling.

“Ow!” He yelled, hitting a red light aimed at the crowd. He bounced over to another light, this 
one yellow. He hit another, this one blue, the next violet, green, and orange. The fans looked up 
and cheered, seeing Matt smack against several lights hovering over the crowd. Each bounce 
knocked the lights in different directions, causing a wave and a loud cheer from the stands. 

Zeno watched with a small smirk, his disk flying around like a pinball hitting the bouncers. Matt 
bounced against the lights with increased speed, his body molding into a ball slightly to absorb 
the impact, then back to disk form as he flew to the next one. One after another the lights went 
on and off, dancing over the crowd below before the lights short circuited. 

Sparks flew from the ceiling and slowly descended to the ground, the lights dazzling the viewers 
as Matt slammed back into the stage just as the second bell rang.

“Oh… thank… god...” Said the aching lion, his body slightly scorched from the ride.

“And here it is folks,” said the weasel. “It's time to begin our final round.”

“What?!” Cried Matt looking over as best he could at the spectators. He watched as the weasel 
reached over to grab the rope, signaling the bell to begin the final round. Matt's eyes turned 
bloodshot, sweat dripped from his body in quantities enough to build a puddle under him. “Don't 
do I-”

The final bell rung and the crowed roared with tension, Zeno looming over the flattened lion 
with his arms folded.

Matt smiled nervously, his body shaking and his teeth chattering in fear. Zeno went over to the 
edge of the arena, the moment of peace causing the lion to sigh in relief with his eyes closed. 
When he opened them a second later, his pupils shrunk as the shadow above him grew wider.

“No!” He shouted before Zeno's body crashed down on top of him. Zeno smiled and got up, 
seeing the lion as flat as paper, stress marks and stars flying out in a cartoony manner, making 
him laugh a little. He reached down and picked Matt up by the teeth, then put his lower half in 
his other hand. He turned to the audience and Zeno began playing the accordion brilliantly. 
Matt's large, pastured smile provided the notes, each tooth leaning into his mouth slightly for 
different sounds as the crowd laughed at his humiliation, and cheered at the performance.

“Now for the grand finale,” Zeno smiled, dropping the lion on his face.  Zeno lifted a foot, 
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placed it on Matt's flattened feet, and slammed him down, triggering a large 'oof' sound from 
Matt.  Zeno leaned down and grabbed the squished lion, squeezing him firmly between his 
hands, the doughy form bulging out between his fingers. 

“Mmgmmpghh… mfogmffghhp… mffrrrffm!” 

The crowd and spectators leaned forward, trying to see what the fox had in store. After a few 
more twists, squishes, stretches, and reshaping, Zeno stood up with a dazed Matt, his feet planted
firmly on the floor with his shrunken body slightly spinning. 

“A… A football…?” Chad asked, surprised. 

While the lion tried to come back to reality, Zeno went to the corner of the arena and got into a 
running stance, bent down with one foot in front of the other, butt up, back down, and his eyes 
forward on the ball. 

Matt managed to wobble his feet and look at a trio of Zenos, before his vision merged into one. 
Zeno locked on target, his toes curled, creating a small visible crack on the surface of the arena. 
Having his body completely drained of stamina, his mind full of fear, and his heart racing from 
observing the brown fox, Matt let out a terrified scream as wobbled to his side trying to run 
away. The moment he took his eyes off Zeno, the fox sprinted forward at high speed.

“Oh my god,” said Chad. “This is it!”

The crowd gasped as Zeno lifted his leg back, as high as his body would let him. He swung it 
down, smacking against the right cheek of the lion's face. Matt took the hit, his body slowly 
lifting from the ground, the shock from the impact bringing the world in his eyes to a stand still 
only for a moment. His other cheek instantly set on fire, the force of his body pushing against the
wind fast enough to set him ablaze.

Zeno roared and kicked the football up high, sending the flaming lion into the sky, through the 
ceiling, and out of the building. The light from the massive hole created a spotlight over Zeno, 
who raised his fist triumphantly at the sound of the final bell.

Silence shrouded the entire building, every fur too stunned to react as their five year champion 
flew out of the building by the foot of the large brown fox. In a few seconds however, the entire 
build shook in an uproar, everyone cheering for their new champion.

“By the mother of earth we have a new champion! We have a new champion, oh my god!” 
Exclaimed an excited weasel, jumping on the table to cheer for the fox. Zeno bowed to the 
audience, getting buried under a mountain of flowers and cash. A twinkle flicked in the sky as 
Matt flew for hours into the distance. 
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